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Abstract. In this work we present FREEP 1.0, a theorem prover for the KLM
preferential logicP of nonmonotonic reasoning. FREEP 1.0 is a SICStus Pro-
log implementation of afree-variables, labelled tableau calculus forP, obtained
by introducing suitable modalities to interpret conditional assertions. The perfor-
mances of FREEP 1.0 are promising. FREEP 1.0 can be downloaded athttp://
www.di.unito.it/∼pozzato/FREEP 1.0.

1 Introduction

The work of Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (from now on KLM) at thebeginning of
the 90s [1] is a milestone in the area of nonmonotonic reasoning. The postulates out-
lined by KLM have been widely accepted as the “conservative core” of nonmonotonic
reasoning: they correspond to properties that any concretereasoning mechanism should
satisfy. As shown by Halpern and Friedman [2], many different approaches to nonmono-
tonic reasoning are characterized by the properties of two of the KLM logics, namely
preferential logicP and rational logicR.

According to the KLM framework, a defeasible knowledge baseis represented by a
(finite) set of nonmonotonic conditionals or assertions of the formA |∼ B, whose read-
ing is normally (or typically) theA’s are B’s. The operator “|∼” is nonmonotonic, in
the sense thatA |∼ B does not implyA∧C |∼ B. For instance, a knowledge baseK may
containsumo wrestler |∼ fat , sumo wrestler |∼ sumo lover , sumo lover |∼ ¬fat , whose
meaning is that sumo wrestlers are typically fat, sumo wrestlers typically love sumo, but
people loving sumo typically are not fat. If|∼ were interpreted as classical implication,
one would getsumo wrestler |∼ ⊥, i.e. typically there are not sumo wrestlers, thereby
obtaining a trivial knowledge base. One can derive new conditional assertions from the
knowledge base by means of a set of inference rules, without incurring the trivializing
conclusions of classical logic. In KLM framework, the set ofinference rules defines
some fundamental types of inference systems, namely, from the strongest to the weak-
est: Rational (R), Preferential (P), Loop-Cumulative (CL ), and Cumulative (C) logic.

In this paper we focus onPreferential logic P. Concerning the above example, in
preferential logicP one can infersumo lover ∧ sumo wrestler |∼ fat , giving prefer-
ence to more specific information, and thatsumo lover |∼ ¬sumo wrestler . From a
semantic point of view, the models of preferential logicP are possible-world structures
equipped with a preference relation< among worlds. The meaning of a conditional
assertionA |∼ B is thatB holds in themost preferredworlds whereA holds.
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In [3] an analytic tableau calculus for propositionalP is introduced. The basic idea
of this calculus is to interpret the preference relation< as an accessibility relation: a
conditionalA |∼ B holds in a model ifB is true in all worlds satisfyingA that are
minimal wrt<. Following this idea, the calculus provides a sort of run-time translation
of P into Gödel-Löb modal logic of provability G. The relationwith modal logic G is
motivated by the fact that we assume, following KLM, the so-calledsmoothness condi-
tion, which is related to the well-knownlimit assumption. This condition ensures that
minimalA-worlds exist whenever there areA-worlds, by preventing infinitely descend-
ing chains of worlds. This condition is therefore ensured bythe finite-chain condition
on the accessibility relation (as in modal logic G). The resulting calculus, calledT P

T,
is anon-labelled, sound, complete and terminating proof method for the logicP. In [4]
a SICStus Prolog implementation ofT P

T is presented. The program, called KLMLean
2.0, is inspired to the “lean” methodology, and, as far as we know, it is the first theorem
prover for the preferential logicP.

In this work we extend our investigation on efficient theoremproving for KLM log-
ics by introducing FREEP 1.0, a theorem prover for preferential logicP that implements
a free-variabletableau calculus for this logic. Free-variable tableaux are a well-known
and well-established technique for first order theorem proving [5], whose basic idea is
to adopt free-variables as a meta-linguistic device for representing all labels/worlds that
can be used in a proof search. In order to reduce the search space, the instantiation of
these free-variables is postponed as much as possible, until more information is avail-
able (for instance to close a branch). In recent years, Beckert and Goré have presented
the theoretical foundations to extend the free-variable tableaux technique to all 15 basic
propositional modal logics [6].
In our paper, we first introduce alabelledtableau calculus for the preferential logicP,
based on the same translation into G adopted byT P

T. This calculus, calledLABP,
can be straightforwardly derived from the labelled calculusT R

T for the rational logic
R introduced in [7]. We then show thatLABP can be easily turned into a terminating
calculus. Last, we present FREEP 1.0, an implementation of a free-variables version of
LABP in SICStus Prolog. This last point is the main contribution of the paper.

2 KLM Preferential Logic P

In this section we briefly recall the axiomatization and semantics of the preferential
logic P. For a complete description of KLM systems, see [1] and [8]. The language
L we consider is defined from a set of propositional variablesATM , the boolean con-
nectives and the conditional operator|∼. We useA, B, C, ... to denote propositional
formulas, whereasF, G, ... are used to denote all formulas (even conditionals). The for-
mulas ofL are defined as follows: ifA is a propositional formula,A ∈ L; if A andB
are propositional formulas,A |∼ B ∈ L; if F is a boolean combination of formulas of
L, F ∈ L. L corresponds to the fragment of the language of conditional logics without
nested occurrences of the conditional operator|∼.

The axiomatization ofP consists of all axioms and rules of propositional calculus
together with the following axioms and rules (⊢PC denotes provability in the proposi-
tional calculus, whereas⊢ denotes provability inP):
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• REF.A |∼ A (reflexivity)
• LLE. If ⊢PC A ↔ B, then⊢ (A |∼ C) → (B |∼ C) (left logical equivalence)
• RW. If ⊢PC A → B, then⊢ (C |∼ A) → (C |∼ B) (right weakening)
• AND. ((A |∼ B) ∧ (A |∼ C)) → (A |∼ B ∧ C)

• CM. ((A |∼ B) ∧ (A |∼ C)) → (A ∧ B |∼ C) (cautious monotonicity)
• OR. ((A |∼ C) ∧ (B |∼ C)) → (A ∨ B |∼ C)

The semantics ofP is defined by considering possible world structures with a preference
relation (a strict partial order)w < w′ whose meaning is thatw is preferred tow′. We
have thatA |∼ B holds in a modelM if B holds in allminimalA-worlds (w.r.t. <).
This definition makes sense provided minimalA-worlds exist (whenever there areA-
worlds). This is ensured by thesmoothness conditionin the next definition.

Definition 1 (Semantics of P, Definition 16 in [1]).A preferential model is a triple
M = 〈W , <, V 〉where:W is a non-empty set of items called worlds;< is an irreflexive
and transitive relation onW ; V is a functionV : W 7−→ pow(ATM ), which assigns
to every worldw the set of atoms holding in that world. We define the truth conditions
for a formulaF as follows: (i) ifF is a boolean combination of formulas,M, w |= F
is defined as for propositional logic; (ii) letA be a propositional formula; we define
Min<(A) = {w ∈ W | M, w |= A and∀w′, w′ < w impliesM, w′ 6|= A}; (iii)
M, w |= A |∼ B if for all w′ ∈ W , if w′ ∈ Min<(A) thenM, w′ |= B.
The relation< satisfies the followingsmoothness condition: if M, w |= A thenw ∈
Min<(A) or ∃w′ ∈ Min<(A) such thatw′ < w.

We say that a formulaF is valid in a modelM (M |= F ), if M, w |= F for every
w ∈ W . A formula isvalid if it is valid in every modelM.

3 A Labelled Tableau Calculus for Preferential Logic P

In this section we present a labelled tableau calculus for preferential logicP. This cal-
culus, calledLABP fromLABelledP, follows the same intuition as the calculusT P

T

introduced in [3], i.e. to interpret the preference relation as an accessibility relation, thus
implementing a sort of run-time translation into modal logic G.LABP is straightfor-
wardly derived from the labelled calculusT R

T for rational logicR [7], by removing
rule (<), corresponding to modularity that differentiatesP from R1.

The calculusLABP makes use of labels to represent possible worlds. We consider
a languageLP and a denumerable alphabet of labelsA, whose elements are denoted by
x, y, z, .... LP extendsL by formulas of the form�A, whereA is propositional, whose
intuitive meaning is as follows:�A holds in a worldw if A holds in all the worldsw′

such thatw′ < w, that is to say:

Definition 2 (Truth condition of �). M, w |= �A if for everyw′ ∈ W if w′ < w
thenM, w′ |= A.

1 The property of modularity characterizingR is the following: for eachu, v, w ∈ W, if u < v

then eitheru < w or w < v. This property is captured by the rule(<) of T R
T.
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It can be observed that� has (among others) the properties of the modal system G,
whose characterizing axiom is2(2A → A) → 2A. This axiom guarantees that the
accessibility relation (defined asxRy if y < x) is transitive and does not have infinite
ascending chains. From definition ofMin<(A) in Definition 1, it follows that, for any
formulaA, w ∈ Min<(A) iff M, w |= A ∧�¬A. As we will see,LABP only makes
use of boxed formulas with a negated argument, i.e. formulasof the formx : �¬A.

Our tableau calculus comprises two kinds of labelled formulas:(i) world formulas
x : F , whose meaning is thatF holds in the possible world represented byx; (ii)
relation formulasof the formx < y, wherex, y ∈ A, used to represent the relation<.

We defineΓ M
x→y = {y : ¬A, y : �¬A | x : �¬A ∈ Γ}. The calculusLABP

is presented in Figure 1. We calldynamicthe rules(|∼−) and(�−) that introduce new
labels in their conclusion; all the other rules are calledstatic.

(AX) Γ , x : P, x : ¬P with P ∈ ATM
Γ , x : ¬¬F

Γ , x : F

Γ , u : ¬(A |∼ B)

Γ , u : A |∼ B

Γ , u : A |∼ B, x : ¬A

Γ , x : A, x : !¬A, x : ¬B

Γ , u : A |∼ B, x : ¬!¬A Γ , u : A |∼ B, x : B

Γ , x : ¬!¬A

Γ , y < x, y : A, y : !¬A,ΓM
x−→y

Γ , x : F ∧ G Γ , x : ¬(F ∧ G)

Γ , x : F, x : G Γ , x : ¬F Γ , x : ¬G

x new

y new

label

x occurs in Γ

label
(¬)

(|∼+)

(|∼−)

(!−) (∧−)(∧+)

Fig. 1. The calculusLABP. To save space, rules for→ and∨ are omitted.

Notice that there is not a rule for positive boxed formulas, as the propagation of positive
boxed formulas is performed by the setΓ M

x→y, when a new world is created by(�−).

Definition 3 (Truth conditions of formulas of LABP). Given a modelM = 〈W , <
, V 〉 and a label alphabetA, we consider a mappingI : A 7→ W . Given a formulaα
of the calculusLABP, we defineM |=I α as follows:M |=I x : F iff M, I(x) |= F ;
M |=I x < y iff I(x) < I(y). We say that a setΓ of formulas ofLABP is satisfiable
if there existM andI s.t., for all formulasα ∈ Γ , we have thatM |=I α.

A tableau is a tree whose nodes are sets of labelled formulasΓ . Therefore, a branch is a
sequence of sets of labelled formulasΓ1, Γ2, . . . , Γn, . . . Each nodeΓi is obtained by its
immediate predecessorΓi−1 by applying a rule ofLABP, havingΓi−1 as the premise
andΓi as one of its conclusions. A branch is closed if one of its nodes is an instance of
(AX), otherwise it is open. We say that a tableau is closed if all its branches are closed.
In order to verify that a set of formulasΓ is unsatisfiable, we label all the formulas in
Γ with a new labelx, and verify that the resulting set of labelled formulas has aclosed
tableau. For instance, in order to verify thatsumo lover |∼ ¬sumo wrestler can be
inferred from the knowledge base of the example in the Introduction, one needs to check
if there is a closed tableau for the set{x : sumo lover |∼ ¬fat , x : sumo wrestler |∼

sumo lover , x : sumo wrestler |∼ fat , x : ¬(sumo lover |∼ ¬sumo wrestler)}. A
derivation is presented in Figure 2.
The calculusLABP is sound and complete w.r.t. the semantics. Due to space limita-
tions, we omit the proofs, which are very similar to the ones for T R

T in [7].
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x : l |∼ ¬f, x : w |∼ l, x : w |∼ f, x : ¬(l |∼ ¬w)

x : l |∼ ¬f, x : w |∼ l, x : w |∼ f, y : l, y : !¬l, y : ¬¬w

x : l |∼ ¬f, x : w |∼ l, x : w |∼ f, y : l, y : !¬l, y : w

. . . , y : ¬l, y : l . . . , y : ¬!¬l, y : !¬l

. . . , z < y, z : l, z : ¬l
×

×

x : l |∼ ¬f, x : w |∼ l, x : w |∼ f, y : l, y : !¬l, y : w, y : ¬f

. . . , y : ¬w, y : w

×

. . . , y : f, y : ¬f

×

x : l |∼ ¬f, x : w |∼ l, x : w |∼ f, y : l,
y : !¬l, y : w, y : ¬f, y : ¬!¬w

x : l |∼ ¬f, x : w |∼ l, x : w |∼ f, y : l,

y : !¬l, y : w, y : ¬f, z < y, z : w,

z : !¬w, z : ¬l, z : !¬l

. . . , z : ¬w, z : w

×

. . . , z : l, z : ¬l
×

. . . , z : ¬!¬w, z : !¬w

. . . , v < z, v : w, v : ¬w

×

(|∼+)

(|∼+)

(|∼+)

(|∼−)

(¬)

(!−)

(!−)

(!−)

Fig. 2. A derivation inLABP. We usel for sumo lover , w for sumo wrestler , andf for fat .

Theorem 1 (Soundness and Completeness ofLABP). Given a set of formulasΓ , it
is unsatisfiable if and only if there is a closed tableau inLABP starting withΓ .

Let us now refine the calculusLABP in order to ensure termination. In general, non-
termination in labelled tableau calculi can be caused by twodifferent reasons: 1. dy-
namic rules can generate infinitely-many worlds, thus creating infinite branches; 2.
some rules copy their principal formula in their conclusion(s), therefore they can be
reapplied over the same formula without any control.
As far asLABP is concerned, we can show that the first source of non termination
(point 1) cannot occur. Indeed, similarly toT R

T, we have that the only rules that can
introduce new labels in the tableau are(|∼−) and (�−). It can be proven that there
can be only finitely many applications of these rules in a proof search. Intuitively, the
rule (|∼−) can be applied only once for each negated conditional occurring in the initial
setΓ (hence it introduces only a finite number of labels). Furthermore, the generation
of infinite branches due to the interplay between rules(|∼+) and(�−) cannot occur.
Indeed, each application of(�−) to a formulax : ¬�¬A (introduced by(|∼+)) adds the
formulay : �¬A to the conclusion, so that(|∼+) can no longer consistently introduce
y : ¬�¬A. This is due to the properties of�, that are similar to the properties of the
corresponding modality of modal system G.
Concerning point 2, the calculusLABP does not ensure a terminating proof search
due to the(|∼+) rule, which can be applied without any control. It is easy to observe
that it is useless to apply the rule on the same conditional formula more than once by
using the same labelx. Indeed, all formulas in the premise of(|∼+) are kept in the
conclusions, then we can assume, without loss of generality, that two applications of
(|∼+) on x are consecutive. We observe that the second application is useless, since
each of the conclusions has already been obtained after the first application, and can
be removed. We prevent redundant applications of(|∼+) by keeping track of labels in
which a conditionalu : A |∼ B has already been applied in the current branch. To
this purpose, we add to each positive conditional a listL of usedlabels; we restrict the
application of(|∼+) only to labels not occurring in the corresponding list. The resulting
terminating calculusLABP is obtained by replacing rule(|∼+) in Figure 1 with the one
presented in Figure 3. The proof of termination is similar tothe one in [7] (Theorem 6).

Theorem 2 (Termination of LABP). Let Γ be a finite set of formulas, then any
tableau generated byLABP starting withΓ is finite.
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Γ , u : A |∼ B

(|∼+)

with x !∈ L

L

L, x L, x L, x
Γ , x : ¬A, u : A |∼ B Γ , x : ¬!¬A, u : A |∼ B Γ , x : B , u : A |∼ B

Fig. 3. The rule(|∼+) in the terminating tableau calculusLABP.

4 Design of FREEP 1.0

Here we describe FREEP 1.0, an implementation of a free-variable extension ofLABP

calculus in SICStus Prolog. For expository reasons, we proceed in two steps. First,
in section 4.1 we present a simple implementation ofLABP that does not use free-
variables, yet. Second, in section 4.2 we refine it by introducing free-variables in order
to increase its performances. Intuitively, this refinementconsists in the fact that the(|∼+

) rule introduces afree-variablein all its conclusions, rather than immediately choosing
the label to use. The free-variables will then be instantiated to close a branch with an
axiom, thus the choice of the label is postponed as much as possible.

4.1 A Simple Implementation ofLABP (without free-variables)
The Prolog program consists of a set of clauses, each representing a tableau rule or
axiom; the proof search is provided for free by the mere depth-first search mechanism
of Prolog, without any additional ad hoc mechanism. We represent each node of a proof
tree (i.e. set of formulas) by a Prolog list. A world formulax : A is represented by a
pair [x,a], whereas a relation formulax < y is represented by a triple[x,<,y].
The tableau calculus is implemented by the predicate

prove(Gamma,Cond,Labels,Tree).

which succeeds if and only if the set of formulasΓ , represented by the listGamma, is
unsatisfiable.Cond is a list representing the set ofused conditionals, and it is needed
in order to control the application of the rule(|∼+), as described in the previous section.
More in detail, the elements ofCond are pairs of the form[A=>B,Used], where
Used is a Prolog list containing all the labels that have already been used to apply
(|∼+) onx : A |∼ B in the current branch. As we will discuss later in this section, this
allows to apply this rule in a controlled way, ensuring termination of the proof search.
Labels is the list of labels introduced in the current branch. Whenprove succeeds,
Tree contains a representation of a closed tableau. For instance, to prove thatA |∼ B∧
C,¬(A |∼ C) is unsatisfiable inP, one queries FREEP 1.0 with the goalprove([[x,a
=> (b and c)], [x,neg (a => c)]],[ ], [x], Tree). The string “=>” is
used to represent the conditional operator|∼, “and” is used to denote∧, and so on. Each
clause ofprove implements one axiom or rule of the tableau calculus; for example,
the clauses implementing(AX) and(|∼−) are as follows:

prove(Gamma, , ,tree(...)):-
member([X,F],Gamma),member([X,neg F],Gamma),!.

prove(Gamma,Cond,Labels,tree(. . .)):-
select([X,neg (A => B)],Gamma,NewG),!,newLabel(Labels,Y),
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gammaM(NewG,X,Y,ResGM),append(ResGM,NewG,DefG),
prove([[Y,neg B]|[[Y,box neg A]|[[Y,A]|DefG]]],Cond,[Y|Labels],. . .).

The clause for(|∼−) is applied when a formulax : ¬(A |∼ B) belongs toΓ . The
predicateselect removesx : ¬(A |∼ B) from Gamma, then the auxiliary predicate
gammaM is invoked to compute the setΓ M

x→y defined in the previous section on the
resulting listNewG; finally, the predicateprove is recursively invoked on the only
conclusion of the rule. The predicatenewLabel is used to generate a new labelY not
occurring in the current branch.

To search a derivation of a set of formulasΓ , FREEP 1.0 proceeds as follows: first
of all, if Γ is an instance of (AX ), the goal will succeed immediately by using the
clause for the axioms. If it is not, then the first applicable rule will be chosen, e.g. if
Gamma contains a formula[X,neg(neg F)], then the clause for (¬) rule will be
used, invokingprove on its unique conclusion. FREEP 1.0 proceeds in a similar way
for the other rules. The ordering of the clauses is such that the boolean rules are applied
before the other ones. Let us now analyze the crucial rule(|∼+), which is implemented
by the two following clauses:

prove(Gamma,Cond,Labels,tree(...)):-
member([ ,A=>B],Gamma),\+member([A=>B, ],Cond),!,
member(X,Labels),!,
prove([[X,A->B]|Gamma],[[A=>B,[X]]|Cond],Labels,...),

prove([[X,neg box neg A]|Gamma],[[A=>B,[X]]|Cond],...).
prove(Gamma,Cond,Labels,tree(...)):-

member([ ,A=>B],Gamma),select([A=>B,Used],Cond,NewCond),
member(X,Labels),\+member(X,Used),!,
prove([[X,A->B]|Gamma],[[A=>B,[X|Used]]|NewCond],Labels,...),
prove([[X,neg box neg A]|Gamma],[[A=>B,[X|Used]]|NewCond],...).

The above clauses are applied when a conditional formulau : A |∼ B belongs to
Gamma. If it is the first time the rule is applied onA |∼ B in the current branch, i.e. there
is no[A=>B,Used] in the listCond, then the first clause is applied. It chooses a label
X to use (predicatemember(X,Labels)), then the predicateprove is recursively
invoked on the conclusions of the rule. Otherwise, i.e. if(|∼+) has already been applied
on A |∼ B in the current branch, the second clause is invoked: the theorem prover
chooses a labelX in the Labels list, then it checks ifX belongs to the listUsed
of labels already used to apply(|∼+) on A |∼ B in the current branch. If not, the
predicateprove is recursively invoked on the conclusions of the rule. Notice that the
above clauses implement an alternative version of the(|∼+) rule, equivalent to the one
presented in Figure 3. In order to build a binary tableau, therule has two conclusions
rather than three, namely the conclusionsΓ, u : A |∼ B, x : ¬A andΓ, u : A |∼ B, x :
B are replaced by the single conclusionΓ, u : A |∼ B, x : A → B.

Even if (|∼+) is invertible, and it does not introduce any backtracking point in a
proof search, choosing the right label in the application of(|∼+) is highly critical for
the performances of the theorem prover. Indeed, if the current set of formulas contains
n different labels, sayx1, x2, . . . , xn, it could be the case that a single application of
(|∼+) onu : A |∼ B by usingxn leads to an immediate closure of both its conclusions,
thus ending the proof. However, if the deductive mechanism chooses the labels to use
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in the above order, then the right labelxn will be chosen only aftern−1 applications of
(|∼+) on each branch, thus creating a bigger tableau and, as a consequence, decreasing
the performances of the theorem prover. In order to postponethis choice as much as
possible, we have defined afree-variablesversion of the prover, whose basic idea is to
useProlog variablesas jolly (or wildcards) in each application of the(|∼+) rule. The
refined version of the prover is described in the following section.

4.2 Free-variables Implementation

A free-variable can be seen as a jolly representingall the labelsthat can be used in
an application of(|∼+), that is to say the rule(|∼+) allows to step from the premise
Γ, u : A |∼ B to the following conclusions:Γ, u : A |∼ B, X : A → B andΓ, u : A |∼

B, X : ¬�¬A, whereX is a free-variable.X will be then instantiated when further
information is available on the tableau, that is to say when such an instantiation will
lead to close the branch with an axiom.

In the following we will use another kind of free-variables,calledconditional free-
variables, in order to deal with boxed formulas. Intuitively, a boxed formulax : �¬A
will be represented by[V, x] : ¬A, whereV is a conditional free-variable, representing
all the successors ofx (V is called “conditional” sincex might have no successors). The
two kinds of free-variables should not be confused; we will denote “jolly” free-variables
with X, X1, X2, . . ., and “conditional” free-variables withV, V1, V2, . . ..

Similarly to Beckert and Goré’s MODLEANTAP [6], FREEP 1.0 also adopts the
following refinements:

– it makes use of integers starting from 1 to represent a singleworld; in this way, if
Max is the maximal integer occurring in a branch, then we have that: a)Max is also
thenumberof different labels occurring in that branch; b) the next newlabel to be
generated is simplyMax+1;

– the labels areProlog listsrepresentingpaths of worlds; as a consequence, relation
formulas, used inLABP to represent the preference relation, are replaced byim-
plicit relations in the labels. Intuitively, when(�−) is applied to[1] : ¬�¬A, a
formula [2, 1] : A is introduced rather than[2] : A plus an explicit relation for-
mula [2, <, 1]. In general, a label is a list[nk, nk−1, . . . , n2, n1], representing that
nk < nk−1, . . . , n2 < n1. From now on, we denote withσ, γ, . . ., such “path
labels”;

– it replaces a boxed formulaσ : �¬A, whereσ is a “path label”, with a formula
[V, σ] : ¬A, whereV is aconditionalfree-variable, representingall the paths de-
scending fromσ, if any. In this case, the free-variable is conditional in the sense
that it could be the case thatσ has no sons in the tableau;

– in order to distinguish “jolly” free-variables from “conditional” free-variables, we
partition each node of a tableau in two different components〈Γ | Σ〉. Σ contains
formulas whose labels contain conditional free-variables, of the form[V, σ] : ¬A,
corresponding to boxed formulasσ : �¬A. Γ contains the other formulas. This
distinction is needed in order to avoid unwanted unificationbetween elements ofΣ.
For instance, we do not want that a branch closes because it contains two formulas
such as[V, σ] : A and[V1, σ] : ¬A; indeed, such a branch would be satisfiable by a
model in whichσ has no successors.
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We use a Prolog-like notation to denote a path label. In this respect,[n1, . . . , nk] denotes
a label whose elements aren1, . . . , nk, [ ] denotes the empty list, and[n1, . . . , nk, σ]
denotes a list whose firstk elements aren1, . . . , nk followed by the listσ. We also
denote with[σ1, σ2] the list obtained by appendingσ2 to σ1. The basic ideas of the
free-variables tableau implemented by FREEP 1.0 can be summarized as follows:

– when(|∼+) is applied, a jolly free-variable is introduced in the two conclusions; the
free-variable represents all the labels occurring in the current branch, and will be
instantiated later, when such an instantiation leads to close a branch with an axiom;

– when the(�−) rule is applied to〈Γ, σ : ¬�¬A | Σ〉, then the formula[n, σ] : A
is added toΓ , wheren is Max+1 andMax is the maximal integer occurring in the
branch, whereas[V, n, σ] : ¬A is added toΣ. The conditional free-variableV will
then be instantiated to close a branch with an axiom. As an example, if another
formula[m, n, σ] : A (or [m2, m1, n, σ] : A) will be introduced in the branch, then
the branch will close sinceV can be instantiated with[m] (resp.[m2, m1]);

– given a tableau node〈Γ | Σ, [V, σ] : ¬A〉, the branch is closed when there is
a formula of the form[γ, σ] : A belonging toΓ , whereγ is a list of numbers.
This machinery is used to perform the propagation of boxed formulas, rather than
explicitly computing, step by step (when a new world is generated), the setΓ M

x→y.
In fact, at the world[γ, σ] reachable fromσ, the formula¬A holds as the labelled
formula[V, σ] : ¬A says that¬A must hold in all the worlds reachable fromσ (and
V stands for any path fromσ).

Observe that the improved implementation of the tableau forR given in [4] already
makes use of jolly free-variables. However, it does not introduce neither path labels nor
conditional free-variables, thus requiring to explicitlycomputeΓ M

x→y step by step.
Coming back to FREEP 1.0, by looking carefully at how free-variables are in-

troduced, it can be shown that labels containing jolly free-variables have the form
[n1, n2, . . . , nk, X ], wheren1, . . . , nk are integers andX is a jolly free-variable. On the
contrary, labels containing conditional free-variables have the form[V, σ], whereV is
a conditional free-variable andσ is a path label that might contain a jolly free-variable.
In Figure 4 two derivations of{A |∼ B ∧ C,¬(A |∼ B),¬(D1 |∼ E1),¬(D2 |∼ E2)}
are presented. The upper tableau is obtained by applying thesimple implementation of
LABP introduced in section 4.1, has height 9 and contains 59 nodes. The lower one,
obtained by applying FREEP 1.0, is a tableau of height 6 and contains only 9 nodes.
Here again, the free-variables tableau calculus is implemented by the predicateprove(
Gamma,Sigma,Max,Cond,Tree), whereGamma andSigma are Prolog lists representing
a node〈Γ | Σ〉 as described above andMax is the maximal integer in the current branch.
Cond is used to apply(|∼+) in a controlled way; it is a list whose elements are triples of
the form[A=>B,N,Used], representing that(|∼+) has been appliedN times onA |∼

B in the current branch, by introducing the free-variables ofthe listUsed. In general,
Used is a list of paths partially instantiated. This machinery isused to control the
application of(|∼+) as described in the previous section, in order to ensure termination
by preventing that the rule is applied more than once by usingthe same label. Indeed, as
we will see later, the rule is only applied to a conditionalA |∼ B if it has already been
applied less thanMax times in the current branch, i.e.N<Max. Furthermore, it must be
ensured that all labels inUsed are different. When the predicateprove succeeds, the
argumentTree is instantiated by a Prolog functor representing the closedtableau found
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x : A |∼ B ∧ C, x : ¬(A |∼ B), x : ¬(D1 |∼ E1), x : ¬(D2 |∼ E2)
. . .

x : A |∼ B ∧ C, v : D2, . . . , z : D1, . . . , y : A, y : !¬A, y : ¬B

v : ¬A, . . . v : ¬!¬A, . . . v : B ∧ C, . . .

z : ¬A, v : ¬A . . . z : ¬!¬A, v : ¬A . . . z : B ∧ C, v : ¬A . . .

y : ¬A, y : A, . . . y : ¬!¬A, y : !¬A, . . .

w < y, w : A,w : ¬A, . . .

y : B ∧ C, y : ¬B, . . .

y : B, y : C, y : ¬B, . . .
×

× ×

These branches are also closed with an 

application of            by using y

(|∼−)Three applications of

(|∼+)

(|∼+)

(|∼+)

(|∼+)

. . .

〈[1] : A |∼ B ∧ C, [4] : D2, . . . , [3] : D1, . . . , [2] : A, [2] : ¬B | . . . , [V, 2] : ¬A〉

〈[1] : A |∼ B ∧ C, [1] : ¬(A |∼ B), [1] : ¬(D1 |∼ E1), [1] : ¬(D2 |∼ E2) | ∅〉

〈[X] : A → (B ∧ C), . . . , [2] : A, [2] : ¬B | . . . , [V, 2] : ¬A〉

〈[X] : ¬A, . . . , [2] : A, [2] : ¬B | . . . , [V, 2] : ¬A〉 〈[X] : B ∧ C, . . . , [2] : A, [2] : ¬B | . . . , [V, 2] : ¬A〉

(|∼−)Three applications of

(|∼+)

〈[X] : B, [X] : C, . . . , [2] : A, [2] : ¬B | . . . , [V, 2] : ¬A〉

unify with a substitution

〈[5, X] : A, . . . | . . . , [V1, 5, X] : ¬A, [V, 2] : ¬A〉

[X] and [2] µ = {X/2}

×

× unify with a substitution

and[5, X] [V, 2]

µ′
= {X/2, V/5}

×(→+)

(∧+)

FreeP 1.0

LABP

Fig. 4. A derivation of{A |∼ B ∧ C, ¬(A |∼ B),¬(D1 |∼ E1),¬(D2 |∼ E2)} in LABP and in FREEP 1.0.

by the theorem prover. For instance, to prove thatA |∼ B∧C,¬(A |∼ B) is unsatisfiable
in P, one queries FREEP 1.0 with the following goal:prove([[[1],a=>b and
c],[[1],neg(a=>b)]],[ ],1,[ ], Tree).

Before introducing some examples of the clauses of FREEP 1.0, we introduce the
following two definitions of theunificationof path labels. A branch of a tableau is
closed if it contains two formulasσ : F andγ : ¬F such that the two labels (paths)
σ andγ unify, i.e. there exists a substitution of the free-variables occurring in them
such that the two labels represent the same world. We distinguish the case where the
two formulas involved in a branch closure are both inΓ , i.e. their labels only contain
jolly free-variables, from the case where one of them belongs toΣ, i.e. its label also
contains a conditional free-variable. The first case is addressed in Definition 4, whereas
the second case is addressed in Definition 5.

Definition 4 (Unification of labels in Γ ). Given two formulasσ : F ∈ Γ andγ : G ∈
Γ , the labelsσ andγ unify with substitutionµ if the following conditions hold:
(A) • if σ = γ = [ ], thenµ = ǫ;

• if σ = [n1, σ
′] andγ = [n1, γ

′], wheren1 is an integer (Prolog constant), and
σ′ andγ′ unify with a substitutionµ′, thenµ = µ′;

• if σ = [n1, σ
′] andγ = X , whereX is a jolly free-variable, andX does not

occur inσ′, thenµ = X/[n1, σ
′];

• if σ = X1 andγ = X2, whereX1 andX2 are jolly free-variables, thenµ =
X1/X2.

(B) the substitutionµ is such that, given two jolly free-variablesX1 andX2 introduced
on a branch by applying(|∼+) on the same conditionalA |∼ B, X1 andX2 are not
instantiated with the same path byµ.

Definition 5 (Unification of labels in Γ and Σ). Given two formulasσ : F ∈ Σ and
γ : G ∈ Γ , whereσ = [V, n1, . . . , nk], the labelsσ and γ unify with substitution
µ = µ′ ◦ {V/γ1} if the following conditions hold:

– one can splitγ in two parts, i.e.γ = [γ1, γ2], such thatγ1 6= ǫ andγ2 6= ǫ2;

2 Given the form of labels inΓ , these conditions ensure thatγ1 does not contain free-variables.
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– γ2 and[n1, . . . , nk] unify w.r.t. Definition 4 with a substitutionµ′.

Here below are the clauses implementing axioms:

prove(Gamma, , ,Cond,...):-
member([X,A],Gamma),member([Y,neg A],Gamma),
matchList(X,Y),constr(Cond),!.

prove(Gamma,Sigma, ,Cond,...):-
member([[V|X],A],Sigma),member([Y,neg A],Gamma),
copyFormula([[V|X],A],Fml),split(Y,PrefY,SuffY),V=PrefY,
matchList(SuffY,X),constr(Cond),!.

The first clause is applied when two formulas[X,A] and[Y,neg A] belong to
Gamma. The predicatematchList(X,Y) implements the point(A) of Definition 4,
i.e. it checks if there exists a substitution of the jolly free-variables belonging toX andY
such that these two labels unify. The predicateconstr(Cond) implements point(B)
in Definition 4. This ensures the condition of termination ofthe proof search; indeed,
as an effect of the matching between labels, the instantiation of some free-variables
could lead to duplicate an item inUsed, resulting in a redundant application of(|∼+)
onA |∼ B in the same world/label. The predicateconstr avoids this situation.
The second clause checks if a branch can be closed by applyinga free-variable substi-
tution involving a formula inSigma, i.e. a formula whose label has the form[V|X],
whereV is a conditional free-variable. Given a formula[Y,neg A] in Gamma and
a formula[[V|X],A] in Sigma, if the two path labels unify, then the branch can
be closed. The clause implements Definition 5 by means of the auxiliary predicates
split,V=PrefY, andmatchList. In order to allow further instantiations of the
conditional free-variableV in other branches, the predicatecopyFormula makes a
new copy the labelled formula[[V|X],A], generating a formulaFml of the form
[[V’|X’],A], whereV’ is a conditional free-variable whose instantiation isinde-
pendentfrom the instantiation ofV. For details, see the implementation.

To search a derivation for a set of formulas, FREEP 1.0 proceeds as follows: first, it
checks if there exists an instantiation of the free-variables such that the branch can be
closed, by applying the clauses implementing axioms. Otherwise, the first applicable
rule will be chosen. The ordering of the clauses is such that boolean rules are applied in
advance. As another example of clause, here below is one of the clauses implementing
(|∼+). It is worth noticing that the following clause implements afurther refinement
of the calculusLABP, namely the(�−) rule is “directly” applied to the conclusion
of (|∼+), which is the only rule that introduces a negated boxed formula X : ¬�¬A
in the branch. In this way, an application of(|∼+) to 〈Γ, σ : A |∼ B | Σ〉 leads to the
following conclusions:〈Γ, σ : A |∼ B, X : A → B | Σ〉 and〈Γ, σ : A |∼ B, [n, X ] :
A | [X ′, n, X ] : ¬A, Σ〉. The rule(�−) can then be removed from the calculus.

prove(Gamma,Sigma,Max,Cond,...):-
member([Label,A=>B],Gamma),
select([A=>B,NumOfWildCards,PrevWildCards],Cond,NewCond),
NumOfWildCards<Max,!,NewWildCards#=NumOfWildCards+1,
prove([[[X],A->B]|Gamma],Sigma,Max,[[A=>B,NewWildCards,

[[X]|PrevWildCards]]|NewCond],...),!,N#=Max+1,
prove([[[N|[X]],A]|Gamma],[[[ |[N|[X]]],neg A]|DefSigma],N,

[[A=>B,NewWildCards,[[X]|PrevWildCards]]|NewCond],...).
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If a conditional formula[Label,A=>B] belongs toGamma, then the above clause
is invoked. If (|∼+) has already been applied toA |∼ B in the current branch, then
an element[A=>B,NumOfWildCards,PrevWildCards] belongs toCond: the
predicateprove is recursively invoked on the two conclusions of the rule only if the
predicateNumOfWildCards<Max succeeds, by preventing that the rule is applied
a redundant number of times. As mentioned above, this machinery, together with the
predicateconstr described above, ensure a terminating proof search.

4.3 Performances of FREEP 1.0
The performances of FREEP 1.0 are promising. We have tested FREEP 1.0 over 300
sets of formulas randomly generated, each one containing 100 conditional formulas,
and we have compared its performances with KLMLean 2.0, a theorem prover imple-
menting the non-labelled calculusT P

T. The statistics obtained are shown in Table 1
and present the number of successes within a fixed time limit:

Implementation 1 ms 10 ms 100 ms 1 s 2.5 s 5 s
KLMLean 2.0 113 113 177 240 255 267

FREEP 1.0 157 158 207 255 269 276

Table 1.Some statistics comparing FREEP 1.0’s performances with KLMLean 2.0’s.

On the unsatisfiable set of formulas{¬(A ∨ D |∼ F ∨ ¬C ∨ ¬B ∨ A), (A ∧ B) ∨ (C ∧ D) |∼

E ∧ F,¬(P1 |∼ E ∧ F ),¬(P2 |∼ E ∧ F ),¬(P3 |∼ E ∧ F ),¬(P4 |∼ E ∧ F ),¬(P4 |∼ E ∧ F ), ¬((A ∧

B) ∨ (C ∧ D) |∼ G1),¬((A ∧ B) ∨ (C ∧ D) |∼ G2)}, FREEP 1.0 succeeds in less than 2
s, whereas KLMLean 2.0 requires 1 minute. In future researchwe intend to improve
the performances of FREEP 1.0 by experimenting standard refinements and heuristics.
For instance, we intend to investigate how to increase the efficiency of the machinery
adopted in order to ensure a terminating proof search by means of the constraint logic
programming. Moreover, we aim to extend the free-variablestechnique to the case of
the other KLM logics.
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